Charity helps schools inspire future generations through
descendants of Holocaust survivors
UK charity helps 2nd and 3rd generation Holocaust survivors share their family stories
with young people and teach empathy and understanding
In an effort to tackle racism and discrimination, UK based organisation Generation 2 Generation
(G2G) is helping 2nd and 3rd generation survivors share their family stories to encourage
empathy and understanding in future generations.
G2G supports its speakers to prepare and deliver their family’s Holocaust experiences and to
inspire tolerance and respect. Integrating oral and visual testimony with personal artefacts
including photographs, film and letters, they offer engaging, historically accurate and ageappropriate presentations.
In the past year, five G2G speakers have spoken in 50 schools, religious and civic institutions to
more than 3,500 young people and adults. One teacher described a talk presented in her school
as a “superb presentation pitched at exactly the right level for students, combining the history
with its impact on people”.
Anita Peleg, Chair of the Board of Trustees at Generation 2 Generation says: “As intolerance in
society reveals itself, remembering the Holocaust offers valuable learnings to encourage
empathy and understanding.
We believe that descendants of Holocaust survivors have an important role to ensure the
experiences of their families who suffered racism and discrimination shouldn't be forgotten,
integrating first hand survivor testimony to pass their stories onto future generations.”
G2G is currently offering its services online, using Zoom to deliver presentations to schools,
universities and civic institutions. In response to positive feedback and demand from schools
and other institutions, G2G aims to offer at least 10 speakers by the end of 2020.
For more information on how to host a speaker, visit:
www.generation2generation.org.uk
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About Generation 2 Generation
Generation 2 Generation (G2G) provides thoroughly vetted, trained and well-rehearsed
speakers for schools, universities, community and civic organisations and places of worship.
These presentations have a strong educational emphasis which integrate oral and visual
testimony with personal and historical artefacts.
Since founding in 2018, G2G’s presenters have shared their stories in schools, libraries,
community centres, libraries, civic organisations, churches and synagogues at events
throughout the year. Enquiries can be booked online where a speaker placement officer will
answer any questions you may have.
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